Attachment 1

Listing of Files of Information received by the Commonwealth Attorney’s Office

Affidavit for Chrysler SW
BCSO BPD 911 radio traffic CAD history
BCSO Dep. Gardner interview summary
BCSO Dep. Gardner recorded interview
Gardner BCSO body cam video
Scene sketch by BCSO Dep. Gardner
BCSO Dep. Hopkins interview summary
BCSO Dep. Hopkins interview
BCSO Dep. Peterson interview summary
BCSO Peterson in-car video
BCSO Peterson interview
BCSO pursuit policy
BCSO Sgt. Marks interview summary
BCSO Sgt. Marks scene sketch
BCSO Sgt. Marks in-car video
BCSO Sgt. Marks interview
BCSO Use of Force policy
BPD body cam Chilcott-Brooke
BPD Sgt. Chilcott interview summary
BPD Sgt. Chilcott scene sketch
BPD Sgt Chilcott interview
BPD Sgt Chilcott body cam
BPD Officer Brooke in-car video
BPD Officer Brooke interview summary
Typed statement by Off. Brooke
BPD Officer Brooke interview
BPD Brooke body cam
BPD pursuit policy
BPD Use of Force policy
Crime scene rough sketch
Crime scene summary
Newman 1st attempt interview summary 04-27-20
Daniel Newman 2nd attempt interview summary
Daniel Newman Med Rec
DanielNewman043020
DIV620030637VSP 911 radio traffic and CAD history
Evidence inventory
Firearms Documentation Worksheet
Info of tag on vehicle driven by Newman
Citizen Interview-girlfriend of Newman-interview
K. M. (citizen) interview summary
Newman phone download
Notification to Family Member of Newman (audio)
Physical Evidence Recovery Checklist
Pics from Stop-In parking lot
Receipts for property
Scene sketch by Tpr. Walls
Search for items possibly thrown from vehicle
Search warrant iPhone
Served search warrant for Chrysler
Stop-In video
Tag run by Brooke at Stop-In
Tpr. Keesee in-car video
Tpr. Keesee interview
Tpr. Keesee interview summary
Tpr. Keesee training records
Tpr. Walls in-car video
Tpr. Walls interview summary
TprWalls interview
Tpr. Walls training records- firearms training records
Vehicle driven by Newman
VSP 20-8578 Photos
VSP Emergency Vehicle Operations policy
VSP Pursuit policy
VSP Tire Deflation Device Deployment policy
VSP Use of Force policy
Stop-In clerk interview summary 04-23-20
Stop-In clerk 04-27-20 interview summary
20-8578 Case summary for Trooper shooting incident.
20-8578 Consent to Search Falling Creek Road
BCSO Sgt. Marks body camera video

BCSO Sgt. Marks in-car video continuation